Crash Report – Distance Learning
Test
1) A secondary crash is what?
a. A crash that is identified as the second crash of the day.
b. A crash that occurs due to the backup or inattention of other drivers due to a
primary crash.
c. A crash that is significant because there was an explosion
d. There is no such thing
2) A school bus has arrived at one of its stops and the driver engages the stop sign and
lights on the bus warning drivers they are taking on kids. A driver fails to stop and
strikes a child crossing the street in front of the bus. When taking this report you should
check which box?
a. School bus directly involved
b. School bus indirectly involved
c. Hit and run
d. There is no need to identify anything
3) Crash Classification is now identified as?
a. Crash
b. Work Zone
c. First Harmful Event
d. It did not change
4) When you are looking for an “other location” for the face sheet of the report, you
should use?
a. A fire hydrant
b. A telephone pole
c. A city
d. A web searchable reference like a mile post, intersection, or address.
5) Under Traffic Control, the identifier Inoperative/Missing should be checked when?
a. You believe a signal should have been there.
b. When the signal there is not working or has been stolen or taken out in a
previous crash.

6) You have taken a report and you checked the box, raining, in the weather boxes. Should
you elaborate in the narrative the degree of rain as it is probably relevant?
a. YES
b. Not sure
c. YES
d. Absolutely
7) A painted divided roadway must have a separation of how many feet?
a. Four
b. Three
c. Eight
d. Ten
8) The new Crash Report has a box for a Warning in the Action box relevant to
enforcement action.
a. True
b. False
9) The Time Roadway Cleared refers to?
a. When a lane is made available
b. When the roadway is cleared and normal traffic can resume
c. When the Officer says it is.
d. When there is a solar eclipse.
10) How many people see your crash reports?
a. A few
b. Less than ten
c. Not sure
d. A lot, there are a lot of people that want and need the information found in
crash reports.

